2016 mitsubishi outlander sport interior

The Mitsubishi Outlander Sport is on the small end of the popular compact crossover utility
segment, though it has useful interior room and practicality for its size. It's only incidentally
sporty, despite the nameâ€”but it will suit value-minded shoppers who prize its size. It has little
in common with its sibling the Outlander, a larger and more rugged mid-size utility vehicle. The
basic vehicle is now in its sixth model year, and for , it gets a new nose design to bring it into
the latest Mitsubishi styling idiomâ€”it's called a "Dynamic Shield" front endâ€”and closer to its
Outlander big brother. The result is busier and less harmonious than on the bigger SUV, and it's
debatable whether it's an improvement over the blunter, more aggressive front end it replaces.
The rest of the vehicle remains as it was, looking and feeling more like a tall five-door hatchback
than a truck-like utility vehicle. The lines are starting to feel a little dated, though, which is more
acceptable in a car offering value over freshness. Inside, the look is clean and straightforward,
but despite some modest upgrades to plastics, upholstery, trim materials, and features, the
cabin remains on the drab side, closer to economy sedan than to modern utility vehicle.
Soft-touch materials are mostly limited to the dash padding, though for there's a new light-gray
interior option, which may lighten the cabin over the previous all-black offering. But it wins on
packaging, with the Outlander Sport turning out to be roomier inside than you might expect,
considering its very compact size. The front seats are snug but supportive, and in back there's
enough space for two adults or three kids. The seat height is just right for what aging shoppers
or busy parentsâ€”a touch higher than a sedan, but lower than larger SUVs that require a
deliberate step up to enter the cabin. You can enter the small Outlander merely by sitting down
and turning, and you can load children and car seats without straining your back. Two engines
are offered in the Outlander Sport, along with optional all-wheel drive for either. A five-speed
manual gearbox is available only on the base 2. The horsepower, 2. The optional hp, 2. On the
road, the Mitsubishi Outlander Sport drives and corners with a light, responsive feelâ€”more
like a compact sedan than a larger, taller crossover. If you value compactness and
maneuverability, rather than all-out ruggedness, it represents a good alternative for urban
dwellers and those who use their cars primarily for local, lower-speed errands where
acceleration is less important than agility. But at higher speeds, it remains noisy and harsh,
despite last year's addition of new sound insulation material. The competition hasn't sat still on
that front either. It received an "Acceptable" rating one notch below a perfect score in the IIHS's
new and tough small-overlap frontal impact test, impressive for a design that predates that test
altogether. These days, however, buyers may notice that the Outlander Sport lacks any of the
active-safety systems that are increasingly available on others in the segment, from adaptive
cruise control to lane-departure warning systems, as well as blind-spot alerts and collision
warning with automatic braking. A rearview camera is standard on all but the base SE trim level.
That means pricing and value are one of its main selling points. If you can overlook its lack of
refinement and economy-class accommodations, you'll find that features are generousâ€”with
Bluetooth, heated mirrors, steering-wheel audio controls, inch alloy wheels, and a watt sound
system all standard. Added for are an auto-dimming rear-view mirror and a redesigned steering
wheel. The SE version adds fog lights, heated front driver and passenger seats, automatic
climate control, illuminated vanity mirrors, a 6. Moving up to the SEL version, you will add
automatic headlights, rain-sensing wipers, power-folding side mirrors, an eight-way power
adjustable driver's seat, black leather upholstery, aluminum pedals, and silver and glossy-black
interior trim. Finally, the top-of-the-line GT model layers on high-intensity discharge headlamps,
a panoramic glass roof, a nine-speaker watt Rockford Fosgate premium sound system, and an
optional factory navigation system with a 7. Fuel economy ratings for the smaller Outlander
range from 24 to 28 mpg combined, with the larger engine and all-wheel drive producing lower
ratings. In its sixth year on the market, the Mitsubishi Outlander Sport gets a major appearance
change, with a new front-end treatment and grille giving it the brand's latest "Dynamic Shield"
frontal appearance, to match its larger Outlander SUV sibling. The makeover visually widens the
grille and the lower air intake, with body-color panels on the bumper reaching from each toward
the center to divide the two darker inlet areas. LED running lights are found in headlamp units
that sweep back from the upper corners of the fenders. It also rides on new inch alloy wheels.
There are also chrome edge trims of varying thicknesses dividing the two areas, a mock
skid-plate treatment at the bottom, and round fog lights as well, meaning there are a lot of visual
elements to look at. Whether it's an improvement over the previous and more aggressive
opening is debatable, but at least it updates the aging design. From the front fenders back,
however, the Outlander Sport remains the same, resembling a tall wagon with about the same
overall width and height as the Lancer compact sedan. It's a lighter, smaller alternative to the
mid-size Outlander SUV, and from certain angles, it could be as much a tall hatchbackâ€”sporty
from some angles, a bit bulbous from othersâ€”with a rising beltline crease that helps keep
from looking too slab-sided. The basic look of the Outlander Sport is practical and

no-nonsense, but it's been revised over the past several model years. Blacked-out lower-body
aero trim at the rear contributes to the sporty appearance. It's increasing difficult to call it either
fresh or contemporary, however, despite the new front end. Inside, the upright dash is clean and
straightforward. Last year, the interior got a new carbon-look trim. But after the first glance, you
may find yourself disappointed, as the cabin includes too many drab materials that aren't much
more impressive than those in the Lancer compact sedan. Mitsubishi has added a little more
bright trim, which helps somewhat, and for , new upholstery materials and an added light-grey
interior option dress up the basic design. The Mitsubishi Outlander Sport has a sportier look
than some of the frumpier compact crossovers in the segment, but from the driver's seat, it
doesn't always deliver on the sporty promise. The Outlander Sport definitely corners well, with a
light, responsive feelâ€”more like a compact sedan than a crossoverâ€”and buyers seeking
compactness and maneuverability over all-out ruggedness may find it a good choice. The body
is well controlled, and Mitsubishi really got the tuning of the electric power steering right.
Against the range of tall subcompact wagons, it shines, and good brakes boost confidence as
well. But it's not a particularly quick vehicle with the smaller of the two four-cylinder engines
available. The horsepower 2. Acceleration and straight-ahead responsiveness are lacking, and
not only is it sluggish, it's boomy, too. There's not even a trade-off for top-rated fuel economy,
with the best version topping out at 29 mpg combined. The larger engine, a hp 2. It's available
only with the CVT, and as with the 2. We haven't yet driven the Outlander Sport with this engine
and the latest update to the CVT; we'll update this review when we do so. The Mitsubishi
Outlander Sport sits clearly on the "value" end of the wide array of compact crossover utility
vehicles that are selling like hotcakes in this year of cheap gasoline. The interior is
space-efficient and comfortable, but budget materials hurt the overall perception of
qualityâ€”despite new upholstery fabrics swapped in this year. While soft-touch surfaces are
relatively standard equipment even in smaller and less-expensive vehicles these days, they're
limited on the Outlander Sport to the padded dash cover and a few other areas. Otherwise, the
materials are more budget-sedan than family SUV. As for the sporty red gauge illumination,
you'll either love it or hate itâ€”though we like a number of the subtle accent-lighting touches,
such as the lit rim around the large optional moonroof. Inside the car, the Outlander Sport
appears larger than it is. A pass-through in the rear seat can accommodate multiple sets of skis
or a few shorter 2-by-4s. The front seats are snug but supportive, and two adultsâ€”or three
kidsâ€”can fit into the rear seat, which has a nicely contoured back rest, dual cupholders, and a
fold-down padded armrest. Shorter moms or aging drivers will find the seat height just perfect;
it's higher than a sedan, but lower than larger SUVs that require a deliberate step up from the
ground. Getting in is as simple as sitting down, and parents can load children easily as well. But
the Outlander Sport is let down by its noisy and unrefined powertrains. While Mitsubishi added
more noise insulation last year, other makers aren't sitting still either, and the smaller Outlander
remains one of the noisier vehicles in its class. We hope to revisit this model soon and report
back on the level of improvement, but our previous experiences showed far too much noise and
harshnessâ€”especially while passing or on long mountain grades. While it's one of the more
affordable small utility vehicles, the Mitsubishi Outlander Sport still offers good safety ratings
and equipment. The IIHS gave the Outlander Sport the highest "Good" rating on all tests except
for the tough small-overlap front crash test, where it earned an "Acceptable" rating, one notch
lower than the top rating. For a car launched as a model, that's a good score, considering that
some newer models were caught short and rated poorly on that test until they were structurally
redesigned. The NHTSA isn't quite as complimentary about the Outlander Sport, giving it a
four-star overall rating and four-star results for frontal impact and rollover, along with five stars
for side impact. But the small SUV has all the features you'd expect in a vehicle that works for
small families; a front knee airbag is included as well as the standard front, side, and
side-curtain bags found on virtually every vehicle these days. Considering its relatively thick
rear roof pillar, the high seating position in the Outlander Sport offers pretty good outward
visibility. A backup camera is included in the mid-level SE trim and above, although not on the
base ES. Hill-start assist is standard as well, but active-safety systems like lane-departure
warnings, blind-spot monitors, and adaptive cruise control are not offeredâ€”even as they begin
to filter into the latest competitors in the segment. Both the 2. The 5-speed manual gearbox is
only offered with the smaller engine and front-wheel drive; that's the entry-level version. All
versions of the Outlander Sport come with Bluetooth, heated mirrors, steering-wheel audio
controls, inch alloy wheels, and a watt sound system. New this year are an auto-dimming
rear-view mirror and a redesigned steering wheel, as well as the addition of a grey interior
option. The SE version adds fog lights, heated front driver and passenger seats, automatic
climate control, illuminated vanity mirrors in both visors, a 6. On top of that, the Outlander Sport
SEL adds automatic headlights, rain-sensing wipers, power-folding side mirrors, an eight-way

power adjustable driver's seat, black leather upholstery, aluminum pedals, and silver and
glossy-black interior trim. Finally, the GT includes high-intensity discharge headlamps, a
panoramic glass roof, a watt Rockford Fosgate premium sound system with nine speakers, and
an optional factory-installed navigation system with a 7. The same navigation option for all
other models is installed at the port. Option packages at various trim levels include LED running
lights, protective side moldings, parking-assist sensors, all-weather floormats and remote
engine starting , LED interior lighting, and a variety of individual trim items. If you can overlook
its economy-class accommodations and lack of refinement, you'll find that features are
generous and cost many thousand dollars less than the highest-end models of competing small
SUVs. For safety-minded buyers, however, it's worth noting that competitors now offer an
increasing array of active-safety systems not found on the Outlander Sport, among other
features. With some compact crossovers now approaching combined ratings of 30 mpg, the
Mitsubishi Outlander Sport is falling behind in its fuel efficiency. Its highest-rated model, with
front-wheel drive, the 2. The range encompasses two engine sizes 2. Combined EPA ratings for
the range run from 24 to 28 mpg, but the Outlander Sport is noticeably low on highway ratings,
with all but one model at or below 30 mpg highway. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo.
Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make.
Outlander Sport. New Eclipse Cross Mirage. Outlander Outlander Sport. Used Eclipse Endeavor.
Galant i-MiEV. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Versatile,
spacious layout Straightforward dash layout Responsive, nimble handling Comfortable ride.
Dislikes Grim, economy interior Remains unrefined, noisy Sluggish on highway Mediocre fuel
economy. Buying tip The Mitsubishi Outlander Sport makes a better city runabout than
long-distance highway car, due to its noisy and unrefined character against others in the
segment. The Mitsubishi Outlander Sport has ample room in a practical interior, but it's let down
by economy-car materials and noise. Review continues below. Used Mitsubishi Outlander Sport
for sale near change location. Continue Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate
and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own.
Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. January 28, Overall Rating. Was this
review helpful to you? Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Mitsubishi
Outlander Sport against the competition. Looking for a different year of the Mitsubishi
Outlander Sport? Used Mitsubishi Outlander Sport cars. Used Ford C-Max cars. Used Jeep
Compass 1, cars. Used Kia Sportage cars. Used Nissan Juke cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock
photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. The Mitsubishi Outlander Sport's reasonable
pricing might come as a pleasant surprise. You get a lot of equipment for the money with this
crossover SUV, and fuel economy is decent, too. Let's see how it compares to the rest of the
class. The rate at which vehicles have been improving is staggering. Compare one of today's
new cars to another that's just five years old and the differences could be profound. Better
interior materials, loads of new technology and improved ride and driving dynamics have all
made their way into affordable, mainstream models. Sadly, the Mitsubishi Outlander Sport
seems to be stuck in time. This compact crossover SUV was already a questionable bet when it
debuted back in , and it hasn't improved much since. Mitsubishi has added a new grille and
infotainment system for , but these are insignificant additions when you consider that most of
the car's liabilities remain. Mitsubishi treated the Outlander Sport to some new front-end styling.
Notable drawbacks include a lack of power from the base engine the upgraded 2. It's no
surprise that the Outlander Sport was given a rare Edmunds "D" rating. With all of this in mind,
you could certainly do better than the Mitsubishi Outlander Sport. If you want to reap the
benefits of automotive progress, the Outlander Sport is not a solution we'd recommend.
Standard ES features include the 2. Despite its uninspired interior styling, the Outlander Sport
offers most of the features that shoppers in this segment expect. Stepping up to the SEL tacks
on the stronger 2. At the top of the range is the GT trim, which adds xenon headlights, a
panoramic sunroof with adjustable LED mood lighting and a nine-speaker Rockford Fosgate
audio system. Outlander Sport options include remote ignition, front and rear parking sensors,
a rear spoiler, a navigation system with a 7-inch touchscreen and voice controls and interior
ambient lighting. The Outlander Sport's base 2. A five-speed manual transmission is standard
on the front-drive model, with a continuously variable transmission CVT offered at extra cost.
The EPA estimates the front-drive 2. The all-wheel-drive 2. That's a slow time in general, but not
too bad for the segment. The 2. Like the 2. At our test track, an Outlander Sport GT with
all-wheel drive reached 60 mph in 8. For context, an all-wheel-drive Jeep Renegade needed 9.
Standard safety features for all Mitsubishi Outlander Sport models include antilock disc brakes,
stability and traction control, hill-hold assist, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain
airbags and a driver knee airbag. A rearview camera is standard on SE trims and above. In
government crash tests , the Outlander Sport earned four out of five stars overall, including four

stars for frontal-impact protection and five stars for side-impact protection. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Outlander Sport the second-best score of
"Acceptable" in the small-overlap frontal-offset crash test and the best grade of "Good" in the
moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact, roof-strength and rear-impact whiplash-protection
crash tests. In Edmunds testing, a 2. The following impressions are based on the Mitsubishi
Outlander Sport, which is mechanically identical to the model. With the base 2. That's largely
the CVT's fault, as it's programmed to hold a high engine speed for maximum performance, but
the 2. Unfortunately for stick-shift enthusiasts, the five-speed manual is only available with the
lesser of the two engines. The Outlander Sport is serviceable as an errand runner, but its
performance and driving dynamics are at the back of the pack. Despite the "Sport" moniker, this
Mitsubishi is far from sporty on a winding road. There's little steering feel and a significant dead
spot in the center. The suspension also disappoints, suffering from an abundance of body roll
and a nervous ride quality over rough surfaces. Compared to other compact crossovers in the
class, the Mitsubishi Outlander Sport's interior is bland and outdated. We'll concede that
Mitsubishi provides a solid collection of convenience items for the price, but that's about the
nicest thing we've got to say. Materials quality throughout the cabin is below the standard set
by newer rivals, with an abundance of cheap-feeling plastic surfaces. With the optional
subwoofer installed, the Outlander Sport's already modest rear cargo area shrinks further.
Interior space also comes up short, with a lack of space, adjustability and seat support for
taller-than-average drivers. Rear seats are similarly limiting, with a lack of head- and legroom.
Compounding matters are a lack of padding for elbows, a loud highway ride and barely
adequate interior storage. Cargo capacity measures Available styles include 2. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Mitsubishi Outlander Sport. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Loud acceleration especially with 2. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Mitsubishi
Outlander Sport receives a new grille and other minor styling updates inside and out, along with
a new 6. Also, an SEL trim level joins the lineup. Read more. Write a review See all 12 reviews.
We have been 'watching' the Outlander Sport for several years. The Outlander Sport is a much
nicer vehicle and we paid less for it than we paid for the Tribute in Why would we buy a vehicle
that rates an 'a rare Edmunds "D" rating'? Lets count the reasons: 1. The old Mazda received a
'Poor' side crash rating. Many newer vehicles do not pass the Front Small Overlap test.
Reliability - CR states that the Outlander Sport has excellent reliability. Models built from were
made in Illinios. Features - Comes standard with everything. You won't need to upgrade or get
an option package for Cruise Control which seems to be very common for vehicles in this price
range. Love the usb port, heated side mirrors, rear center arm rest with cup holders, easy fold
split rear seat and the Hill Start Assist feature; again all standard. Performance - According to
Edmunds in 8. Reported best gas mileage to be without trying too hard. Comfortable seats and
yes it does have a telescoping, leather wrapped steering wheel standard. It rides better than the
Mazda did and it is quieter too. You can hear the engine during hard acceleration but it quiets
down while cruising. We don't have any issues with how it handles. It has the nicest interior of
any vehicle we have ever owned. Maybe it is true that 'the rate at which vehicles have been
improving is staggering' but so has their price. The problem is that for the price we actually paid
for the Outlander Sport, they are not competing against each other. In fact for the price we paid
there are very few new vehicles to consider and the Outlander Sport beats them easily. If you
are looking for a vehicle capable of handling four tall adults and their stuff there are very few
choices in this price range. If you are the type of person who replaces their vehicle as often as
their iPhone then the Outlander Sport is probable not for you. But if you are like many
Americans who agonize over every dollar spent you need to at least consider the Outlander
Sport. Compare it to the one you are currently driving not to one that will put you in debt
forever. We started where the speed limit was 65 MPH. It then turned to 70, then 75 and finally 80
MPH. It made little difference, many drivers always go mph above the limit. At least the semis

seem to stay in the MPH range. We cruised at 75 MPH for a couple of days including mountain
passes. We then went up twisty switchbacks to 11, ft to get to a cabin. The Outlander Sport did
well. Noise was something of a problem on certain sections of the highway while on other
pavement it was very pleasant. When the time comes we might try some different tires Michelin
Defenders to see if that helps. The Outlander Sport rode well. I detected a little 'float' while
driving around a bumpy corner once but no one else in the vehicle noticed anything. Overall we
are very pleased with our Outlander Sport. It isn't a Toyota Camry on the interstate but then
again I wouldn't want to take a Camry on some of the dirt roads we ended up on. One
improvement we made to our base model was to add tweeters to our front speakers. The wiring
and everything is already there so it was pretty easy to do and really added to the overall sound
quality. Read less. This Outlander sport SE 2. As others have said it is underrated for sure, it is
quiet, good MPG, CVT transmission is far better than the DCT duel clutch transmission many
makers are putting in their models. So called expert reviews are really lopsided on this vehicle,
Before you buy one of the EXPERT best rated models, go with the consumer ratings and give
this hidden gem a try, I did and I am more than satisfied I made the right choice. Why aren't
there more of these on the road?? Update: I've now have my car for a winter and spring and
have nearly 15, miles on it and am still very satisfied with it. This car got me where I needed to
go in all road conditions with no problems - but I should mention that I did put studded snow
tires on for better traction when my road is icy. I would just add two downsides I've discovered.
First, slush, snow or mud on the inner side of the rims can cause the tires to be out of balance
and make the car to shimmy. When I wash it off, I still have to dig around the rims to make sure
it is totally clean or it continues to shimmy. I may try different rims. Second, the low beam
headlights create a distinct line so that only the immediate road in front of you is lit and nothing
high above car height or in the distance is lit. You get good lighting only on the high beams.
Those things aside, I would still highly recommend this car. Original post: I've been looking at
cars to replace my Suzuki SX4 for a few years now. That car's only good review was that it was
the least expensive 4WD vehicle on the market at the time. But it is still running great with
almost k miles and hasn't a spec of rust on it. Needless to say, because of that, I read expert
reviews a bit skeptically. I've always liked the look of the Outlander Sport and, in doing my
research, kept coming back to it despite the mediocre expert reviews these reviews seem to
place more emphasis on things that are not important to me anyhow. I finally bought one last
month. Basically, I needed a vehicle to get me to work and back. I'm not going to be driving the
Autobahn or loading up with gear or kids or am trying to impress folks with an overpriced
luxury brand name. This road turns to muddy soup in spring and, of course, we usually get lots
of snow, ice, etc, for months of the year. A Renegade and a VW Tiguan were in the running but
both didn't get great reliability ratings from customers I always read the customer reviews! I
didn't need any bells and whistles, but I ended up with the SE model and am having fun with the
infotainment system and love the heated seats! I also like that there is a manual mode with the
automatic. I can go down my road in 3rd gear and not have to brake or give it much gas. I don't
notice anything different about the CVT shifting that the experts mention. There are only 6 gears
unlike the Renegade, which has 9 so that mean less shifting, I supposed. The MPG is about on
par with the Suzuki at 25 mpg combined, but considering this has a larger engine, I'm okay with
that. I need the extra power to get home much of the time. The car also just feels very solid nothing tinny about it. My only low marks are because of the back seats. There is plenty of room
back there, but they just aren't that comfortable. Fortunately, I rarely have backseat passengers.
So, if you want a very reasonably priced, dependable, solid vehicle that'll be good
transportation, this car is definitely something you should consider. Exceeding my expectations
A lot. The actual selling price for all of these was far higher Thousands. In addition, t
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he Jeeps have people complaining about reliability issues. I got the Outlander Sport with 4
wheel drive for about what a loaded Ford Focus would cost. The build quality of the Outlander is
very good, body gaps even, paint quality is great. Interior is well laid out and nice. The seat
materials look durable and though firm, the seat comfort is not bad. It is not a Dodge Hellcat
performance wise, but again, It is better than you would expect from a 2. When you add a 5 year
60 thousand mile bumper to bumper and 10 year thousand mile power train warranty, I just can't
figure out why you don't see more on the roads. I can recommend this great little crossover with
zero reservations. See all 12 reviews of the Used Mitsubishi Outlander Sport. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 4 reviews.
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